Presenting using Two-Handed Interaction in Open Space
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Abstract

Based on recent demonstrations of low-cost, infrared-based point tracking, we explore two-handed, surface-less interaction for presentation. On both hands, thumb and index finger are equipped with retro-reflective markers which are tracked by a Wiimote. We contribute a robust finger pairing and pinch recognition method that allows us to discriminate the hands and to initiate actions. We apply this input to a presentation application that allows users to work with slide decks, images, and videos. We identify specific requirements of this application domain and discuss the implemented transformation interactions and widgets. We report on user experience in both casual use and an actual presentation as well as discuss advantages and limitations.

1. Introduction

Multi-touch interaction with small and large displays has received much attention in recent years. The tracking of multiple points typically requires elaborate hardware setups such as Dynawall [5], DiamondTouch [4], FTIR [6], DViT, or the technique used in Microsoft’s Surface technology. Recently, Johnny Lee demonstrated how to use Nintendo’s Wii controller (Wiimote) to simultaneously track up to four points that are emitting or reflecting infrared (IR) light [9]. In particular, he showed how to build a low-cost setup to track fingers in open space for interacting with a vertical 2D environment, similar to a virtual wall display.

We extend this concept by exploring how to reliably distinguish between two hands, tracking the thumb and index finger per hand for both motion and grabbing gestures, inspired by the fictional interaction shown in the Minority Report movie. While there are some related projects such as Cynergy Labs’ Project Maestro1 or the Fraunhofer iPoint Presenter,2 we focus on using low-cost passive reflectors that are attached to the fingers. We describe how to reliably track the finger pairs with this setup and discuss how to detect pinching actions for selection. We apply our technique to interacting with images, image stacks, and videos within a presentation system that uses these elements. We describe the necessary widgets and integration of interaction techniques such as RNT [8] and two-point manipulation [7]. We report on the use of our system for a 30 minute presentation and on the comments from five novice users.

Our contributions, thus, are an algorithm for robust finger pairing and pinching recognition for two-handed four-finger interaction with a discussion of its performance, the demonstration of this technique in a presentation application including the analysis of its constraints and advantages within this application domain, and an informal evaluation of the system. This technique allows users to indirectly interact with objects on large presentation screens from a distance, possibly with the help of a separate small display.

2. Related Work

The systems that are most related to our techniques are the previously mentioned Project Maestro and iPoint Presenter. The former uses a similar setup with a Wiimote but relies on special gloves with extra hardware attached, whereas we restrict ourselves to using retro-reflective fingertips and, hence, require only a source of infrared light. iPoint Presenter can even do without either active or passive markers but instead uses a special hardware setup to track a person’s hands. Other techniques allow people to interact with digital walls or augmented desktops using their bare hands [11, 12] or control presentations using a dataglove-tracked hand [1]. In all cases, people can manipulate 2D objects using a set of gestures, in the case of Project Maestro pinching with thumb and index finger. Such pinching interaction has previously mostly been used in VR applications [3], where special gloves with sensors on multiple fingers make complex selection or menu interactions possible.

In pinching selection in our system relates to the dual finger midpoint technique for precise selection [2]. However, we use pinching interaction only for grabbing objects and initiating actions. In addition, we use previously presented geometric transformation methods for rotation of objects [7], but also for translation and scaling. Related to controlling video as one of the specific types of media we work with, are fluid interaction techniques such as presented by Ramos and Balakrishnan [10]. While we concentrated mainly on implementing general interaction techniques (se-
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1Proprietary development; see http://labs.cynergysystems.com/.
3. Robust Point Pairing and Pinch Detection

Our two-handed interaction uses the space directly in front of a person that is within reach. Unlike in 3D tracking, we are only interested in the 2D location of hands and fingers, much like in the 2D interaction on large vertical displays. Using the setup suggested by Lee [9], we track the positions of thumb and index finger of both hands—marked with retro-reflective material attached to the finger tips of gloves (Fig. 1). Like Lee, we use an IR light source and a Wiimote as a low-cost, high-frequency IR camera setup.

Lee used a simple show or no-show technique to activate and deactivate interaction points [9], somewhat like many input techniques on tabletop and wall displays. While effective in such settings due to the direct visual integration of the interacting finger/hand or pen with the display, in our setting the interaction occurs indirectly—users have a separate screen such as a laptop at a certain distance in front of them (see Fig. 2). Thus, it is necessary to show the tracked points on the screen for feedback and to have a defined activity to select objects or initiate actions. For these we were inspired by the pinching interaction used in VR [3].

To implement hand and gesture recognition we employ the wiiuse library. It provides four points detected by the Wiimote, some possibly marked as invisible. The assignment of points can change, e.g., when a point changes its visibility or when points are spatially too close to each other causing them to merge into one. Thus, the location of tracked points is known without a reliable identification. Therefore, to be able to identify separate hands, the tracked points need to be identified and paired robustly; then, pinching interactions need to be detected to select items.

For an initial and all subsequent pairing we use an incremental approach. The first two points that are detected are each assigned to a different pair. When adding the next point, a reassignment may occur. For this, each possible pairing is computed and the one with the closest distance is chosen. We calculate a weighted Euclidean distance with the vertical axis preferred over the horizontal one (the x-distance is multiplied by a factor of 1.8). This is based on the observation that, when people hold their arms in front of them with the fingers stretched out, the tips of thumb and index finger almost form a vertical line (Fig. 1(a)). The fourth point is finally added to the remaining incomplete pair.

The advantage of this incremental method over a naive closest pairs pairing becomes evident when points have to be removed, which may be caused by a number of events. Points may actually be missing in the image (Case 1), e.g., due to occlusion of one finger tip or due to one finger being outside of the camera’s field of view. Alternatively, two points from different pairs may come too close to each other (Case 2; Fig. 1(b)) so that only one large “blob” and, hence, only one point is detected. The same effect also occurs when the two fingers of one hand are moved together to initiate an action by “pinching” (Case 3; Fig. 1(c)). While all these effects look similar in the input, they need to invoke different actions. In addition, when points reappear they again have to be associated to the correct pairs.

We deal with Case 1 by removing points that have disappeared and adding them again when they reappear. If multiple points disappear and then reappear, the incremental algorithm takes care of pairing. The problem of correct pairing is most evident in Case 2, when two fingers from different pairs come close to each other. For the Wiimote, they then form a single point and when the two fingers come apart again a wrong pairing may happen. While this occurs rarely in practice, we deal with the remaining cases by looking at the motion of the points in the pairs after a fourth point has been added. If the points in both pairs move in roughly opposite directions (> 120°) in the following 0.3 s, the two points with the most similar directions are paired and the other two are put in the second pair. Finally, pinching is distinguished from disappearing points by thresholding the distance of each pair’s two points. If the points were closer together than the threshold before one is removed, we mark this as a pinching event for initiating actions. Otherwise, we proceed as before. This procedure leads to a robust pairing of the four points and a stable distinction of pinching from other lost points events. Thus, the processed input can now be used for two-handed four-finger interaction.

4. Case Study—Presentation Application

To demonstrate the applicability of this interaction technique, we designed a setting in which a presenter can showcase documents, movies, or images—inspired by the Minority Report movie. The physical setup (Fig. 2), similar to a regular presentation setup, has the presenter facing the audience and a screen on which he or she sees the interface. The Wiimote and the IR light source are positioned close to the
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3See http://www.wiiuse.net/.

4We believe the Wiimote performs internal processing on the IR ‘blobs’ with leads to sub-blob accuracy, thus yielding more stable point IDs.
screen, facing and illuminating the presenter. The presentation is also projected onto the wall behind the presenter.

4.1. Interactive Transformations

Our two-handed input technique allows users to interact using either only one hand or both hands. For realizing translation, rotation, and resizing of objects using the two interaction metaphors, we implemented both RNT [8] as well as two-point rotation [7]. Both techniques integrate rotation and translation transformations, while the two-point rotation also permits scaling. Finally, switching between objects occurs when they are grabbed by at least one point, bringing them in front of all other objects.

For the presentation application we restricted the resizing of objects in order to avoid that objects get too small to be enlarged again, or too large to require too many scaling steps to shrink them below screen size again. In addition, accidental grabbing actions may occur which can invite unwanted transformations that could disrupt a presentation. To avoid these, each object can interactively be locked from transformations, only permitting bring-to-front actions.

4.2. Elements and Widgets

As noted above, we focused on the fundamental elements that enable presentations: slide/image decks, individual images, and videos. For all elements we provide a number of common actions represented through widgets (see Fig. 3). These widgets are only shown when an object is active, i.e., grabbed by at least one hand. The other hand can then be used to grab one of these widgets to initiate its actions.

The common actions comprise the locking/unlocking mechanism, minimizing the object to a location at the bottom of the screen, and restoring them to their previous positions. In addition, specific object types have additional specialized functions including slide flipping for slide decks, and starting/pausing a video as well as rewinding it (Fig. 3). For videos we also control their sound level because many videos playing at the same time would otherwise be irritating. Non-selected videos are reduced in volume to −17 dB. We decided to not completely mute them to give users additional awareness that other videos are playing.

The control widgets are shown always at the same position on the interface’s perimeter (Fig. 3). Compared to showing the widgets on a location relative to each object, this allows presenters to more easily remember the locations of the controls. In addition, this position also allows us to make the widgets larger and, thus, easier to select without interfering much with the elements on the interface.

4.3. Informal Evaluation and User Experience

In our experience, the two-handed interaction with the implemented presentation system works well. The Wiimote recognizes the interaction points reliably in distances from 0.5 m to about 3 m for our setup of 111 IR-LEDs for illumination and well-pronounced, well-reflecting markers on the fingers. The markers can be quite large, ours cover the top 46 mm of each finger. The threshold for pinching detection needs to be adapted to the average distance from the camera since it is of angular nature and the camera cannot detect the distance of the points to itself. We did not notice gaps (other than actual occlusions) or lag in the tracking data and the tracked positions result in smooth point motions on the screen without any additional processing.

We evaluated the usage of the system in an actual presentation of approx. 30 minutes. By adjusting the interaction space so that the presenter could hold the upper arms parallel to the body and the lower arms in a 90° angle, he did not get too tired. This may be because the arms do not need to be held up for the entire time, only for actually interacting with the slides. In terms of the interaction, we found that the system enabled pointing to objects on the screen using the tracked hands more easily than with, e.g., a laser pointer. Our input detection was robust and allowed for a smooth presentation. The presenter could freely structure the presentation and did not follow a predefined slide deck.

In addition, we asked five novice users (2 female, 3 male) to try out our system for about 15–20 minutes each. People
We examined two-handed four-finger interaction in open space using low-cost hardware. This supports indirect, distant interaction with presentation screens. In particular, we developed heuristics to robustly track the thumb and index finger of both hands as associated pairs and to recognize pinching actions of each pair. We applied this interaction technique to presentations in which the presenter can not only advance through slides but also interact with all objects on the screen, including translations, rotations, and scaling. For this purpose we implemented RNT and two-point rotation as well as a number of widgets to control the objects on the screen, some of them specific to the object class. Feedback from informal demonstrations of the system suggests that people enjoyed the techniques and system but also pointed out a few shortcomings.

There are also a number of other limitations. One characteristic of the technique is that the interaction points need to be visible in order to give feedback to the users, similar to the mouse pointer on desktop operating systems, which maybe disturbing at times. Also, some training is necessary in order to avoid repeated pinching actions while the presenter is speaking, which may also be caused by the arms being lowered for rest so that, from the view of the camera, the thumb and index finger come too close to each other. This points to another problem which is that arms do get tired when using the system over extended periods. We have shown, however, that presentations of about 30 minutes are possible. One interesting effect we observed is that the system forces people to constantly face the feedback screen and, thus, the audience, much more than typical two-screen setups and wireless presentation tools do. This may be used for presentation training for people who have the tendency to turn around for looking at the projection behind them.

In the future, we would like to look into using regular webcams with infrared filters instead of the Wiimote. Besides having a more stable wired connection, multiple webcams would allow us to track the points in 3D space, making more complex interaction techniques possible. In addition, it would be interesting to examine how the developed techniques would function in multi-display scenarios consisting of both horizontal and vertical surfaces.
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